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Family Owned is Long-Term
Business nature and main products/services 

Sam’s is a tradition of fine bespoke tailoring, passed through the 
generations in a small store in Hong Kong. Right now, Sam is not 
Sam, but rather Manu Melwani. Before him his father, Narindas, 
established the business and the brand, with a westernisation of his 
son Sham’s name. This small family enterprise in Hong Kong has 
grown into a global presence, but amongst a very select clientele. 
When it comes to the who’s who of globe trotters, one has to ask not 
“Who has been to Sam’s?” but rather “Who has not?”

Governance of business and strategic model 

Sam’s, as a small family-owned business, has no debt, no debtors 
and no external shareholders or investors that it is beholden to. We 
believe this allows us to think in the long-term, and so build the 
business on quality relationships, and on the proposition of offering 
the best value ratio, so that people keep coming back. 

Ethical code

b) No supplier shall go unpaid
c) Our footprint shall be light

These are all by products of thinking about the value of long-term 
relationships.
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Management Structure & Stakeholders

As a small family business we have a compact management structure 
consisting of the three directors, which allows us to maintain close 
personal oversight of the business as well as strong relationships with 
all stakeholders. 

Mission, vision and values
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Our family business operates in a close-knit fashion, one that 
guarantees quality, but at a price point accessible to most. The 
stitching itself takes place in a workshop attached to the shop, at all times 
overseen by one of the directors. Another of the directors is present 
at all times in the store. This means a signature of quality carried 
forward by the family, and a level of customer-care that can only be 
achieved when it is built up out of ongoing personal relationships. 

Communication of Vision

Doing so involves communicating this vision to all our staff, in a 
way that underlines their personal stake in this process: We maintain 
personal relationships with all our staff, suppliers, customers and 
media / promotion partners.

Value through Agility
Analysis of Markets & Competition 

The big scramble in terms of Hong Kong Tailors is to get online into 
the marketplace for bespoke clothing amongst the globetrotting jet-set. 
As such Sam’s is caught between a plethora of smaller and lower-
priced operations, who may now be entering the online world, and 
the larger established competitors such as Saville Row, whom Sam’s 
must compete with on price, rather than on reputation and visibility. 

Key Competitive Advantages
Online Presence

as a global brand. We have so far succeeded in setting up a content 
managed website (with nearly a decade of operation coming up as 
a milestone), as well as maintaining a monthly newsletter, a social 
media presence as well as a strong presence in TripAdvisor, where 
we are consistently ranked as one of Hong Kong’s top attractions!

Good Reputation to Price Ratio

Our long reputation as an affordable bespoke tailor to the Jet-set, 
alongside our online presence, allows us to build a stronger reputation 
than most of our competitors, doing so affordably in a way that let’s 
offer more value than the remainder of our competition.
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Strategic Monitoring Process

The market we operate in is extremely volatile, based on shift in 
global economic activity, fashion and also travel and tourism trends. 
As such we have to maintain a very short and responsive planning 
cycle. The directors use records of orders, our record of produced 
garments on social media, and internal conversations to track shifts 
in the market, and along with inventory control systems, particular of 
fabrics, ensure that we are stocked correctly in relation to seasonal 
and upcoming trends. 

Implementing customer & market insights in practice

The information we gather on developments in the market and on 
client’s preferences are continuously fed back into the expertise and 

We have endeavoured to make the store a more entertaining 
experience for those waiting for service. We do this both by offering 
refreshments and also by decorating our store with images of famous 

Consistent Results

This combination of strong long-term relationships, and market agility, 
has allowed us to maintain consistently good results, both in terms of 
the quality of our suits, the quality of our stakeholder relations, our 

Management information frameworks for tracking performance

The core of our strategy is to track customer requirements closely, 
which we do through a combination of:

a) In store feedback and our logbook / orderbook system
b) Feedback on social media and review sites, which we track and 

organise as a CRM.
c) Through personal contacts in both the business and fashion 

fraternity
d) Through tracking changes in our inventory.

We aim to extend our CRM capacity.

Sam’s
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Internal transparency

As a one-site operation we can track performance through personal 
oversight from the directors. 

Employee Relationships 

We track performance and wellbeing in the workplace both through 
personal oversight, as well as due to the fact that we have very long-
term relationships with all nearly our employees. We have dispute 
resolution, continuous improvement, feedback, appraisal and phased 
implementation systems built in to these relationships. 

Quality Management

Our quality bar is in terms of the quality of the suits we achieve. We 
have internal checking criteria on suits worked out, and we also track 
customer feedback on suits, being able to link the whole feedback 
process up via the unique order number sewn into each suit. Over 
300 out of 341 ratings (and counting) on TripAdvisor are either very 
good or excellent. 

Some Financial Results

TripAdvisor 341

300

c. 120M 

c. 70M
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